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PAYROLL SERVICES
Payroll services allow our customers to outsource their own pay processes, with us looking after
services covering payroll on your behalf as well as expenses, bonuses and any other related
requirements.
Payroll services can be offered to pay workers in a domestic or foreign location and could cover
calculating pay, producing payslips, processing payments and expenses, dealing with holiday, sickness,
maternity pay and ensuring you’re 100% compliant.

WHY DO BUSINESSES OUTSOURCE PAYROLL?
Running an in-house payroll can be a challenge for smaller companies, or a business without HR and
accounting professionals on staff.
The question of when to outsource payroll depends on several factors, such as number of employees on
assignment, whether a company has a local entity and the complexity of the host country laws regarding
employment.
In many cases, the time and cost of setting up and administering a local payroll cannot be justified, so the
payroll functions are outsourced to another host country firm to avoid hiring additional employees or
contracting with specialists.

WHAT IS COVERED BY PAYROLL OUTSOURCING?
Depending on needs, a business may customize the payroll services that they outsource, while retaining
control of other aspects. The payroll functions typically outsourced to a third-party provider include:
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THE BENEFITS
Operational: ensuring businesses remain compliant with regional and global employment/tax law now, and in
the future, is a primary operational benefit of outsourcing payroll. This is especially important if the
business plan to enter new markets or regions, and with increasing costs of compliance adding up - many
customers rely on a specialist to avoid spiralling costs.

Strategic: customers look to staffing companies to run their payroll for strategic purposes. Perhaps, for
example, an SME business is focusing their HR team on employee engagement or other key initiatives. Relieving
the entire burden of your payroll function delivers time-cost-resource benefits back into your businesses.

Financial: cost savings by avoiding the costs typically incurred to upskill in-house resources with the expertise
to comply with complex payroll requirements, also mitigating fees or compliance errors. Utilization of a
specialist all deliver incremental financial gains that are so important for a growing business

If you’d like to speak to us about your payroll services needs, you can contact us at:
payrollservices@impellam.com

